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Labor Supply and Industrial Expansion 
in the Eighth Federal Reserve District

One of the most important factors necessary for 
industrial expansion is an adequate supply of labor. 
Mankind has scaled new heights in technological 
advancement, substitutes have been found for many 
basic resources, but in the final analysis no adequate 
substitute has been found for the human hand 
which must guide the wheel or push the button.

The Eighth Federal Reserve District has an 
ample supply of this basic human resource. In fact, 
the district has had too much labor for its own 
needs. To make a living, hundreds of thousands of 
its people have poured from the region into other 
sections over the past half century. The labor sur
plus resulted from substantial population growth 
and failure of new opportunities to keep pace with 
that growth. It also is a product of increasing 
mechanization in agriculture.

Viewed from one angle the labor surplus in the 
district is a troublesome problem. It results in 
low levels of productivity and low income, in poor 
markets and in lack of capital, and in a standard of 
living that is generally lower than the nationwide 
average. From another viewpoint it has some 
advantages, for new or transferring economic activi
ties are not limited by labor supply.

FACTORS OF INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION
In recent years industrial expansion has begun to 

absorb some of the surplus Eighth District labor. 
During the war and current postwar periods, the 
district’s industrial facilities expanded so that by
1948, 710,000 workers were employed in manufac
turing as compared with 484,000 in 1940. Some $2 
billion has been expended for new manufacturing

plants during the period. Over the past seven 
years, this district has received a larger share of the 
nation’s new industrial plants than formerly.

While the presence of a surplus supply of labor 
is one important factor in this growth, and one 
which leads to expectations for its continuance, 
there are other significant factors in the district’s 
present and future industrial expansion. These in
clude technological improvements enabling more 
unskilled labor to be used, the availability of sur
plus war plants, the increasing preference for plant 
sites located in smaller towns, and the request of 
the National Security Resources Board for a greater 
geographical dispersion of plants.

Generally, the location of agricultural and mining 
industries depends upon the availability of natural 
resources; the location of construction, public util
ities, trade, service, and Government industries is 
largely dependent upon population or market 
trends; and the location of manufacturing industries 
depends primarily upon markets, materials and 
manpower. In each industry, living conditions, 
availability of land and buildings, transportation 
facilities and local services in the area under ques
tion also are important considerations.

While the selection of a site for a new manufac
turing plant usually is determined by a combination 
of factors, often one of these is of major significance. 
For example, the supply of raw materials is of pri
mary importance for those industries whose fin
ished product is light, compact or nonperishable 
relative to the materials used to produce it. Near
ness to markets is the primary factor for those
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industries whose finished product is heavy, bulky 
or perishable relative to the materials used to make 
it, and for those industries whose business would 
increase in proportion to their nearness to the 
source of demand.

From the standpoint of raw materials the dis
trict has offered real inducements to new industries, 
for many raw materials are found here in abun
dance. In contrast, market-oriented industry has 
had little reason to be established here. Popula
tion plays a part in the establishment of those 
market-oriented industries which desire to locate 
close to the source of their demand. Consumer 
demand is based upon population plus purchasing 
power. Few new market-oriented industries located 
in the district in the past because of poor markets. 
In turn, poor markets resulted from low purchasing 
power, which, to make the circle complete, re
sulted from lack of job opportunities.

Labor Factors in Plant Location—Manpower has 
been a primary factor in the establishment of 
textile, apparel, and shoe plants, and has been an 
important, even if not the major, factor in the 
location of practically all other industries in this 
district. The number of available workers has 
been the most important aspect and is discussed in 
detail later in this report. Such related items as 
wage rates, productivity, skill levels, and union 
membership, however, have been and in the future 
will be of significance in attracting new plants to 
this district.

Comparatively low wage rates, particularly in the 
southern section, have induced some industries to 
locate here. The wage differential between large 
and small towns also has been an incentive for some 
firms to choose the smaller towns. However, the 
actual wage scale in effect is becoming less sig
nificant as more employers realize that wages are 
not the only labor cost, but that such factors as 
high turnover, industrial disputes, training costs, 
and productivity greatly affect over-all costs.

One myth that operated to deter industrial expan
sion in the southern part of the district largely was 
exploded by wartime experience. This was the 
belief in the low native productivity of southern 
workers, a belief that was related to the fact that 
relatively few workers in these areas had had any 
previous industrial experience. Actual experience 
of companies with plants in the South apparently 
indicates that the southern worker is just as pro
ductive as workers in other sections of the country. 
In some instances, they are reported as more pro
ductive because of lower turnover and absenteeism 
rates, and because of a greater selectivity of labor 
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resulting from a large number of applicants. Prior 
to the war, another misconception was that people 
who had never worked in factories were very 
difficult to train—a notion that was dispelled to a 
large extent by actual experience. Improved train
ing and job breakdown techniques developed dur
ing the war have made it possible to train workers 
quickly and efficiently. In fact, some employers 
now prefer to begin with inexperienced workers.

The importance of the degree of unionization in 
an area varies by companies. To many firms the 
record of industrial peace in the area under con
sideration is more important than the question of 
union membership. Labor disputes, whether or not 
the company’s plant is directly involved, can prove 
very costly.

POPULATION TRENDS
Trends in population characteristics and migra

tion not only exert an influence on but also are 
influenced by industrial expansion. The number 
and kind of people that are available for employ
ment influence the establishment of new plants in 
a community. On the other hand, the fact that in
dustry is located in an area tends to attract to that 
center people who originate in less industrialized 
areas.

In terms of potential labor supply, the high rate 
of population growth in this district gives it an 
advantage over many other regions, an advantage 
which will become increasingly important as the 
rate of population increase in the nation declines. 
In metropolitan areas the maintenance of or 
increase in population levels normally is dependent 
primarily upon the volume of migration to the cities 
which supplements the natural increase in popu
lation. In the past the industrialized urban centers 
in the northern portion of the country had more 
than enough migrants. There was a large influx 
of immigrants from abroad and a surplus of farm 
population in the rural sections of this country. In 
recent years, however, the flow of immigrants from 
foreign lands has been curtailed considerably. In 
addition, the proportion of the nation’s population 
living in rural areas has declined. Accompanying 
these changes is a generally declining birth rate in 
urban centers in the north. One result is that such 
areas are under increasing pressure to attract work
ers from more distant rural sections.

While migration is relatively easy in the United 
States, the mobility of labor is far from perfect. 
Workers are much more reluctant to move long 
distances than they are to migrate to a nearby city. 
Thus, industrial areas, such as those in this district,
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which are closer to the source of supply should have 
a distinct advantage in the future.

Population Characteristics—From the point of 
view of labor supply, population growth is the most 
important population characteristic.

In 1947, 10 million of the nation’s 147 million 
people lived in the Eighth District. Prior to 1900, 
the district grew faster than the nation as people 
migrated to it. Since 1900, the reverse has been 
true as migration into the district decreased and 
migration from the district increased. This district 
had 11 per cent of the nation’s population in 1850, 
8 per cent in 1940, and 7 per cent in 1947.

High birth rates chiefly have been responsible 
for an increase of approximately 8 million in dis
trict population during the past one hundred years. 
During the first fifty of these years, net in-migration 
helped increase total population, but for the past 
several decades out-migration has exceeded in- 
migration. This district consistently has had a 
birth rate higher than the national average, and the 
rural sections, particularly those in Arkansas, Ten
nessee, Kentucky, and Mississippi, have had the 
highest birth rates in the district.

Excluding the urban counties, the heaviest con
centrations of population in the district are in the 
Delta of Mississippi and Arkansas and in the “boot- 
heel” of Missouri. In 1947, 59 per cent of the 
counties in the district had populations of less than 
20,000, while 80 per cent of the counties had fewer 
than 30,000 persons. Only seven counties had a 
population of over 100,000 in that year.

Since portions of both northern and southern 
states are included in the Eighth District, popula
tion characteristics of both sections of the country 
are found here. The differences that exist between 
various parts of the district and between the district 
and the nation are shown in Table I.

T A B L E  I
E IG H T H  D IS T R IC T  P O P U L A T IO N  C H A R A C T E R IS T IC S — 1940

Proportion of Total Population Consisting o f :
Those

Urban Foreign who attended
Residents Negroes b o rn 1 high sch ool2

United States ......... ..... ...57% 10% 10% 40%
Eighth District ............ ...36 18 2 29

Arkansas ............. ....22 25 1 28
Illinois ......................42 5 3 28
Indiana ....................42 2 1 31
Kentucky .............. ...36 10 1 27
Mississippi ............ ...13 55 1 24
Missouri ....................48 7 3 30
Tennessee ............ ..43 33 1 32

1 Percent of the white population.
2 Percent of those 25 years of age and over.
Source: Bureau of the Census.

This district is predominantly rural; only 36 per 
cent of the population lived in urban areas in 1940. 
No precise data are available on the change in the 
proportion of urban residents in the district since 
1940, but it is known that large numbers of people

migrated from rural to urban areas during the war. 
Two-thirds of the district counties lost population 
in the past seven years, and most of these were rural 
counties. Population in the five major labor market 
areas of the district increased 14 per cent since 1940 
as compared with a district increase of about 1 per 
cent.

Apparently, many veterans and war workers who 
left the district in the war years have not returned. 
Despite this wartime migration, however, a very 
large potential supply of industrial workers still 
live on the farms in this district. As agricultural 
methods continue to improve, more and more of 
these people will be available and will be looking 
for industrial jobs.

The average person in this district in 1940 had 
less education than the average for the nation as 
a whole. One reason for this relatively poor show
ing is that many of the better educated people 
migrate from the district after completing their 
education, largely because of a comparative lack 
of employment opportunities commensurate with 
their training. Increased opportunities in this dis
trict would mean that many of these people would 
remain here.

The four southern district states have illiteracy 
ratios much higher than the national average. This 
is reflected in the poor showing the district makes 
in regard to average school expenditures per child. 
Illinois with a per capita expenditure of $158 was 
the only district state which exceeded the United 
States average of $117 in 1944. Mississippi spent 
$42 per year per child; Arkansas, $52; Tennessee, 
$62; Kentucky, $75; Missouri, $101; and Indiana, 
$111.

M igration—Two strong migratory trends have 
existed and probably will continue to exist in this 
district. One is the movement from rural to urban 
areas within the district, and the other is a net out
migration from the district to other sections of the 
country.

The rapid growth of urban areas has resulted 
partly because of the heavy migration from the 
rural areas. Between 1900 and 1940, urban popu
lation in the Eighth District more than doubled. 
Farm population has declined steadily except for a 
short period immediately after World War II when 
it increased because of some returning servicemen 
and war workers. The peak years of off-farm 
migration were from 1941 to 1943 as the war centers 
attracted thousands of rural residents.

The rate of net civilian out-migration from the 
district between 1940 and 1947 was probably greater
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ESTIMATED POPULATION IN EIGHTH DISTRICT COUNTIES 
JULY 1, 1947

than ever before. During this period about one 
million more civilians migrated out of than into the 
district. The decade prior to 1940 saw a net loss 
of only one-third this number, as the depression dis
couraged migration. Between 1920 and 1930, the 
net loss to the district was about 800,000 persons.

Despite the large numbers of persons who have 
migrated from the district, our higher unemploy
ment rate and lower per capita income seem to indi
cate that the district still has an excess population, 
due in part to the fact that population is not very 
mobile. Often those individuals who would benefit

through migration are financially unable to do so, 
are reluctant to leave their homes and families, or 
do not know where the areas of greater opportunity 
are located.

Workers who .migrated from the district have 
aided materially in the industrial development of 
other regions. From the district’s standpoint, this 
is economically unsound since it must bear the 
costs of educating and training these workers, while 
other regions secure the benefits of the workers’ 
productive years. And this district certainly needs
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ESTIMATED MANUFACTURING EM PLOYMENT IN EIGHTH 
DISTRICT COUNTIES JANUARY 1, 1948

all the benefits it can derive from its people and its 
resources.

World War II veterans have been highly mobile, 
having a migration rate about one-half greater than 
for nonveterans. This district has lost approxi
mately 9 per cent of its veterans, a loss that is 
unfortunate since veterans comprise a desirable 
segment of the labor force due to their age and 
training. Aside from Illinois, which had a 6 per 
cent gain, all district states or part-states had net 
veteran out-migration. Arkansas had the greatest 
proportionate loss, followed in order by Mississippi,

Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee, and Indiana.
Since 1940, the percentage of Negroes who left 

the district has been smaller than the percentage 
of the total population which out-migrated. How
ever, Negroes now constitute about the same pro
portion of the total population as in 1940, since 
relatively few Negroes migrated into the district.

An indication of the extent of gross migration 
is provided by 1940 Bureau of the Census figures. 
At that time, 27 per cent of the persons born in 
one of the district states lived in another state, 
while only 19 per cent of those living in district
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states were born elsewhere. The greatest dis
crepancy occurred in Kentucky, while Illinois came 
closest to maintaining a balance between those who
moved out and those who moved in.

LABOR FORCE
The principal characteristics of the Eighth Dis

trict labor force as compared with the nation are a 
higher potential rate of labor force growth that is 
offset by higher migration rates; a larger proportion 
of rural and nonwhite workers; a smaller propor
tion of female workers due to the prevalence of large 
families and rural residence; and a larger proportion 
of both younger and older workers since Eighth 
District residents leave school earlier and retire 
later due to lower income levels and to the predomi
nance of agriculture.

The labor force includes those who are employed 
and those who are actively seeking work. In addi
tion, a large potential labor force exists, consisting 
of housewives, students, and older persons who are 
not normally in the labor market. The war years 
proved that the labor force is flexible and that these 
potential workers will enter the labor market if the 
incentive is strong enough.

The South has lagged behind the rest of the 
country in labor force and employment growth. 
Since 1940, the labor force in the United States 
increased 9 per cent as compared with 2 per cent 
in the South, 9 per cent in the northeastern states, 
10 per cent in the northcentral states, and 22 per 
cent in the West. Since 1940, employment has 
increased 23 per cent in the United States, 13 per 
cent in the South, 26 per cent in the northeastern 
and in the northcentral states, and 37 per cent in 
the West.

The major long-term trend in the labor force is 
toward an increase in the industrial and a decrease 
in the agricultural labor force. Other long-term 
developments include an increase in the proportion 
of women and a decrease in the proportion of both 
younger and older workers. More women are leav
ing their homes to take outside jobs because of the 
shift from rural to urban areas, the decline in the 
size of the family, the increasing use of labor-saving 
household devices, and the use of machines in indus
try which enable women to handle jobs that for
merly required men. The decline in the proportion 
of younger workers is due to increased years of 
schooling, while the decrease in the proportion of 
older workers is due to better retirement plans, 
and also reflects a reduction in the farm labor 
force.

A steady decrease in the agricultural labor force 
has been brought about by an increase in produc
tivity per worker through mechanization. Conse
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quently, as indicated in Table II, even with a 
smaller labor force total agricultural production 
has increased. There is no reason to believe that 
this trend will not continue, particularly as farms 
become more highly mechanized. This increase in 
agricultural production with fewer farm workers is 
one of the basic factors in industrial expansion, 
since industry depends on migrant farm population 
for an adequate labor supply.

TABLE II
INDEXES OF FARM EMPLOYMENT AND FARM 

PRODUCTION
(1910-14=100)

Farm Agricultural Productivity
Employment Production Per W orker

1946 .................................................. 83 159 192
1935-39 ...........................................  91 121 133
1930-34 .............................................  92 117 127
1925-29 .............................................. 94 119 127
1920-24 .............................................  94 110 117
1915-19 .............................................  97 105 109

S ource: Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

Not only increased mechanization, but fuller utili
zation of manpower, increased use of fertilizer, and 
better cultural practices are likely to result in addi
tional declines in the farm labor force. If the use 
of such labor-saving devices as the cotton-picker 
and the flame cultivator becomes widespread, a 
large volume of farm workers will be displaced, 
particularly in the South. One recent estimate is 
that the use of this equipment will reduce the 
amount of labor per bale of cotton by 75 per cent.

Little information is available on the changes 
since 1940 in the district’s labor force and its com
ponent parts, unemployment and employment. Cur
rent district unemployment seems to be slightly 
higher, proportionate to the labor force, than the 
minimum now prevailing in the country as a whole. 
In the district’s five major metropolitan areas, 4 per 
cent of the labor force is unemployed at present as 
compared with 3 per cent in the nation. In the 
remainder of the district, the unemployment rate 
is probably higher than in these major areas.

ADEQUACY OF LABOR SUPPLY
For General Industrial Expansion—The supply 

of labor in the Eighth District is adequate numer
ically for any reasonable amount of industrial ex
pansion. There is no geographical section in the 
district which could not provide sufficient labor to 
staff a new industry, assuming, of course, that the 
size of the plant was consistent with the population 
of the labor market area and that such items as 
wage rates and hiring specifications were compar
able with those prevailing in the community. The 
workers would come from among the unemployed, 
from the new entrants into the labor force, and 
from the farm population in the surrounding 
areas. At the present time, northern and eastern 
Arkansas, western Missouri, and almost all of Ken
tucky, Mississippi and Tennessee have a very small
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proportion of their workers employed in manufac
turing industries.

In the district as a whole, manufacturing employ
ment in January, 1948 was almost half again as 
great as in 1940, with increases in employment 
ranging from 35 per cent in Arkansas to 53 per cent 
in Indiana. However, this increase was not as large 
as the over-all national increase, nor is the district 
proportion of manufacturing workers to total popu
lation as large as the national proportion. As is 
shown in Table III, 11 per cent of the population in 
the United States consists of manufacturing em
ployees as compared with 7 per cent in the district.

T A B L E  I I I  
M A N U F A C T U R IN G  E M P L O Y M E N T

Percent Increase Percent of Total Population 
1940-1948 1940 1948

United States ..................................... 52% 8%  11%
Eighth District .................................. ....47 5 7

Arkansas .................................... ....35 3 4
Illinois .............................................47 6 8
Indiana .......................................... 53 7 9
Kentucky ........................................ 46 4 6
Mississippi .................................. ....39 2 3
Missouri .......................................... 50 7 10
Tennessee .................................. ... 43 4 6

Source: Bureau of the Census and Federal Reserve Bank of St. Iyouis.

The district labor force is sufficiently mobile so 
that workers will move from one area to another if 
the inducement is great enough. The war years 
proved that workers also will commute relatively 
long distances.

A  supply of both men and women workers is 
available. Many of the plants established in recent 
years, such as textile and shoe manufacturing 
plants, employ women, primarily. Thus a real need 
exists, especially in the out-state areas, for firms 
that would employ more men.

The majority of the labor available in this dis
trict is unskilled, although many workers received 
some training during the war in the numerous war 
plants established throughout the district. This 
lack of skill is not too much of a handicap, how
ever, since the improved training methods devel
oped during the war and the breakdown of jobs 
into their component parts have made it fairly easy 
to train workers.

An increasing number of farm people will be 
looking for nonagricultural jobs as farm mechani
zation increases. One estimate is that completely 
efficient farm operation would reduce farm labor 
requirements from 30 to 35 per cent below that 
required in 1943 and that production per capita 
would be two-and-a-quarter times that of 1943. As 
one example of the possible reduction in farm labor 
requirements, it is estimated that in the Mississippi 
Delta such requirements could be reduced from 
135-160 man-hours per acre of cotton under aver
age present practices to 15-30 hours per acre with

four-row tractor cultivation, flame weeding, and 
machine picking. This does not necessarily mean 
there would be that many additional farm people 
available for industrial jobs. Some field work by 
women and children would be eliminated and they 
would, in large part, stay on the farm rather than 
look for factory work.

The labor supply which exists in the St. Louis 
industrial area and in a Mississippi agricultural 
area is fairly typical of the labor surplus throughout 
the district. The St. Louis labor market area, with 
a total employment of about 720,000, has more 
industrial employment than any other section of the 
district. If the labor force participation rate of the 
war peak was in effect today, an additional 75,000 
persons would be available for work. This potential 
supply plus the present 25,000 unemployed persons 
gives the St. Louis area a reservoir of about 100,000 
people from which additional workers could be 
drawn. In addition, hundreds of workers could 
migrate into the city from the surrounding rural 
areas. The shortleaf pine area of Mississippi, con
sisting of 21 primarily agricultural counties, had
63,000 full-time farm families in 1943. A study 
by Mississippi State College shows that with an 
efficient agriculture, approximately 33,000 farm 
families would not only be available for but would 
need to find nonfarm work. An additional 4,000 
families would need to supplement their farm in
come by off-farm work.

For Forestry and W ood Processing—Previous 
issues of this Review have carried articles on for
estry and expansion of forest products industries 
in the district. Labor supply for increased activities 
in these fields is fully adequate.

Farmers are one of the chief sources of labor 
supply for the logging and lumbering industry. 
Off-season employment of farmers is a traditional 
practice, with many employers scheduling their 
production to fit in with the farmers’ slack periods. 
Employers in the lumber industry report to the 
U.S. Employment Service that they expect little 
difficulty in the immediate future in reaching their 
scheduled employment goals, partly because of the 
expected use of farm labor.

The amount of time Eighth District farmers 
spent working off their farms in 1945 and 1940 is 
shown in Table IV. This is by no means the max
imum amount of time they could spend on work 
other than work on their farms, but is merely the 
time they actually did spend in such activity. Both 
lack of opportunity and lack or mechanization limit 
the number of farmers who work off their farms 
and the amount of time spent on such work.
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T A B L E  IV  
F A R M E R S  W O R K IN G  O F F  F A R M S

Percent of Total Average Days 
Farmers_______  W orked Off Farm

1940 1945 1940 1945
Eighth District ....................... ...27%  23%  120 152

Arkansas .............................28 29 114 141
Illinois .............................. ...31 29 134 169
Indiana ...............................35 39 156 200
Kentucky .............................25 18 125 171
Mississippi ....................... ...21 14 84 94
Missouri ............. .................27 22 132 161
Tennessee ....................... ...24 19 108 135

Source: Bureau of the Census.

Expansion of forestry activity (logging and lum
bering) would give farmers some much needed 
extra income. The supply of labor available for 
employment in almost any conceivable expansion 
would be ample since many district farmers are 
under-employed. In the southern part of the district 
especially, the seasonal pattern of crops results in 
full employment of the labor force for only a few 
months a year. For example, in Mississippi in

SUMMARY AND

One of the basic economic needs of the Eighth 
District is a higher average income level for the 
people in this region. There are many paths lead
ing to this goal, one of which lies in the direction of 
increased industrialization. A primary requisite for 
industrial development is the availability of an 
adequate supply of labor. Despite rapid technologi
cal advances, raw materials still cannot be manu
factured into finished products without the applica
tion of human skills somewhere in the manufactur
ing process.

The Eighth District not only needs to develop 
industrially but at the same time has a more than 
adequate supply of labor to support such expansion 
in practically every section of the district. In fact, 
a large supply of labor and relatively low wage 
rates are among the district’s major attractions for 
new industries.

In the past, this district could have provided the 
manpower for a large number of additional indus
trial plants. This is evidenced by the fact that in 
the past 27 years, in excess of two million more 
people migrated from this district than moved into 
the district. This means that almost one million 
workers were lost to the region, a majority of whom 
probably would have remained if there had been 
sufficient job opportunities. Many of those who 
left would have been excellent workers since they 
came from the younger, more intelligent and aggres
sive group.

In general, the available workers are largely in 
the unskilled and semi-skilled classifications. How- 
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1944, farmers worked almost six times as long 
during their busiest month as during the least busy 
month.

The adequacy of the labor supply available for 
employment in new wood-processing plants is about 
the same as for industry generally, since in each 
case the sources of labor are the same. Again, for 
any probable expansion in these lines, labor supply 
will not be a limiting factor. The manufacture of 
basic and finished lumber products is of great 
importance in both Arkansas and Mississippi. 
Current employment in these industries represents 
60 per cent of total manufacturing employment in 
Arkansas and 47 per cent in Mississippi. Employ
ment in lumber products plants is not as important 
in the other states in the district, the proportion 
ranging from 14 per cent in Kentucky to 5 per cent 
in Missouri and Illinois.

CONCLUSIONS

ever, the wartime experience demonstrated that 
these workers can be trained satisfactorily and, 
when trained, can compete with labor in any other 
part of the country. The district’s labor force is 
younger than the average for the nation, a charac
teristic that is partly offset by the fact that it is 
not as well educated.

There is ample reason to believe that in the 
future this district will continue to have a large 
supply of workers available for employment in new 
enterprises, due to the high rate of population 
growth and the expected heavy migration from the 
farms.

The steady increase in mechanization of farm 
operations not only has made it possible to increase 
farm output while using fewer farm workers, but 
also has made much of the district’s industrial 
expansion possible. Farm workers who have mi
grated to the cities constitute a large portion of the 
industrial labor supply. Using 1910-14 as a base 
the index of farm employment in the nation in 1946 
was 83, while the index of agricultural production 
was 159. In the future this trend will either con
tinue or be accelerated as farm mechanization in
creases.

Because of its large supply of labor, this district 
will not only have sufficient manpower to staff new 
industries within the district, but will continue to 
furnish other sections of the country with workers 
they need for future expansion.

Gertrude M. Krausnick.
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